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1. Introduction

A bicycle helmet should generally be light in weight and provide ample ventilation, because cycling can be an intense aerobic activity which significantly raises body temperature, and the head in particular needs to be able to regulate its temperature. The dominant form of helmet up to the 1970s was the leather "hairnet" style. This offered acceptable protection from scrapes and cuts, but only minimal impact protection, and was mainly used by racing cyclists [1]. Many dynamic factors exist during a motorcycle collision that results in helmet detachment, including head shape, helmet fit, strap materials and tightness, helmet wear-and-tear, and inertial forces caused by impact. Too frequently, motorcyclists or bike cyclists purchase helmets without understanding what constitutes "proper fit" as required by Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 218 [2].

An academic from Norway has poured more fuel on the long-running helmet debate by claiming that they do not reduce the incidence of head injuries by the extent suggested by a meta-analysis of previous studies. Moreover, he says that by considering head, face and neck injuries as a whole, there is "no overall effect" through wearing a helmet. On the contrary, Professor Alistair Woodward, head of the School of Population Health at the University of Auckland and a cyclist who himself wears a helmet, told the NZ Herald: "It's reasonably clear to my mind that helmets do protect people's heads and on balance they do more good than harm". However, he agreed that helmets were not intended to guard against neck injuries. He claimed that it was possible for the neck to bend more than otherwise with the bicycle helmet. Anyhow, if there is an effect on neck injuries, it would be much smaller than the protective effect from head injuries [3]. The results of a bicycle crash can just be bad even